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Introduction1

The Islamic Revolution of 1979 was an extremely important event 
in the history of contemporary Iran. It significantly affected the 
country at the sociopolitical and cultural level, altering notions of 
tradition, modernity, and identity. Monarchic rule had dominated 
Iran for more than 2,500 years, even after the collapse of the Sassa-
nid Empire and the arrival of Islam. But with the 1979 revolution, 
the monarchy was brought to a sudden end and quickly replaced 
by Islamic leadership. This power transition was concurrent with a 
quest for a novel collective identity. The new government was called 
an »Islamic Republic.« Both »Islamic« and »Republic« were new 
concepts of power for Iran, even though both Islam and Shi’ism 
had long been intertwined through various layers of society (Algar 
1983, 6 – 23).

For the first time, a state officially claimed to rule a country accord-
ing to Islamic rules; simultaneously, it also claimed to be a repub-
lic. The attempts to construct a new form of identity in Iran affected 
the relationship between Iranian music/musicians and the social en-
vironment, as they did so many other aspects of life. This research 
tries to shed some light on the relationship between Iranian music 
and identity during the course of the momentous socio-political de-
velopments from the Islamic revolution until the present. It is note-
worthy that the burgeoning of some influential intellectual trends, 
such as that of the »traditionalists,« who paid studious attention to 
a »return to our own cultural-ideological values« instead of adopt-
ing »Western« values, as well as the enmeshing of traditionalist and 
avant-gardist currents, had their roots in previous decades (especial-
ly the 1950s and ’60s). Therefore, for a clearer understanding of the 
relationship between music and identity, and of the pivotal ideolog-
ical and musical currents since the revolution, I will discuss their 
wellsprings in preceding years.

1 The writing of this article was made possible through funds from the Ger-
man Federal Ministry of Education and Research under the grant number 
U1UG1903. Responsibility for the content of this article lies with the author.
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The present article attempts to answer the following questions:
1. How did socio-political circumstances in the 1970s and the first 

decade of the Islamic revolution affect the relationship between 
Iranian music and identity?

2. What functions have nationalism and religion – as two key fac-
tors in shaping identity in contemporary Iran – served in Irani-
an music life?

3. How has identity been reflected in various currents of Iranian 
classical music?

4. How did the Chāvosh movement interact with socio-political 
events of the early years of the Islamic revolution and, accord-
ingly, how did the interaction affect Iranian classical music?

Methodology

Focusing on the research questions and the goals stated above, this 
research utilizes a qualitative (inductive) method. Apart from spe-
cific music-related issues, it deals with concepts of identity, mod-
ernization, tradition, and globalization. Therefore, its goals and its 
questions require engagement with several disciplines, i.e., sociolo-
gy, history, ethnomusicology, and political science. The data has been 
gathered by a) mapping the related literature of the disciplines and 
b) using an electronic-ethnographic approach.2

The analysis presented relies mainly on academic and semi-academic 
literature, but also on non-academic writings, e. g., anecdotes, dia-
logue, and memories. Moreover, numerous audio / video recordings 
are referenced regarding Iranian music; documentaries, performanc-
es of musicians, and YouTube or other online sources of recordings /
videos also provide samples.

I will apply an ethnographic approach, primarily through the follow-
ing methods:

2 My original plan was to conduct direct interviews with the informants in 
Iran and Germany between April and June 2020, but due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, I changed the plan to telephone and email-based conversations.
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1. Exclusive e-interviews with relevant musicians planned for the 
purposes of this research.

2. Extracting relevant information from interviews that were 
originally conducted during the years 2015 – 2018 for my Ph.D. 
dissertation, »Iranian Classical Music since the 1970s: The Dis-
courses of Tradition and Identity.«

An ethnographic approach is applied because the culture of Iran has 
mainly been conveyed orally/traditionally over time. Iranian classi-
cal music was and is conveyed especially through āmuzesh-e sine be 
sine (›chest to chest teaching‹). Even with the availability of notations, 
some maestros still strongly believe in the »chest to chest« method; 
they argue that the details of Iranian music cannot be transmitted 
completely using other methods.3 Hence, the chosen method helps us 
to access useful and detailed information, and to capture the analyt-
ical viewpoints of the prominent classical musicians.

The approaches selected are crucial to our pursuit of the research 
objectives. They will help us to understand the role of tradition and 
identity from the perspectives of the professional practitioners, a core 
concern of this research. A study of the literature will help to throw 
light on the subject in general, and interviews may resolve details and 
better our perception of the concepts. Musical events play a support-
ive role, revealing the connection between the current sociopolitical 
atmosphere and tradition/identity.

Determining the proper figures for interviewing was critical to en-
suring the validity of the research. The selection of musicians was 
based mainly on:

1. Their achievements (practical or theoretical) and how they af-
fected Iranian classical music.

2. Their involvement with the concepts of music and identity in 
the time span from the 1970s up to the present day.

3 The pivotal teaching method of some prominent contemporary maestros 
like Majid Kiani and Mohammad Reza Lotfi is »chest to chest,« and they 
believe in that. Yet, the meaning of »chest to chest« teaching has changed be-
cause of the easy availability to learners of vast archives in different formats 
(e.g., During 1984, 32 – 33).
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3. Their educational/instructional background and the schools of 
thought they were associated with.

Prominent active musicians in Iranian classical music are numerous. 
Based on the selected criteria, the long list was narrowed down to 
the following names: a) Hossein Alizadeh, b) Majid Derakhshani, 
c) Dariush Talai, d) Majid Kiani, e) Dariush Pirniakan, and f) Jamal 
Samavati.

Literature Review4

In regard to the relationships between Iranian music and identity, na-
tionalism, and socio-political transformations, I will introduce and 
briefly analyze some insightful academic references, as follows:

Bruno Nettl (1970) discusses the nexus of Iranian music and society, 
examining the views of Iranians in general, as well as the attitudes of 
professional musicians who lived in Tehran in 1969. The participants 
in his research include both what he categorizes as the »educated« 
and the »unlettered.« The primary focus of his article is on the dif-
ference in the interviewees’ perceptions of Iranian and non-Iranian 
music. This study gives us a good starting point, since it provides 
highly detailed information regarding the social status of Iranian 
music one year before 1970, and we can observe the changes since 
then. However, it fails to properly consider the middle class and other 
urban areas besides Tehran.

In another study nine years later, Nettl (1978) analyzes the major ar-
eas in which Iranian classical music faced changes, namely in the 
realms of a) musical life, b) theory and composition, and c) mu-
sical performance. He also introduces the processes that catalyzed 
change in Iranian music – urbanization, Westernization, and mod-
ernization. These two studies by Nettl contribute enormously to my 
main focus, the exposure of Iranian classical music to sociopolitical 
phenomena such as modernization and Westernization. It must be 

4 This section is extracted from chapter 1.6 of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation 
(Nematollahy 2020).
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noted, however, that both studies focus primarily on Tehran, consid-
ering the capital to have been the origin of significant changes in Ira-
nian classical music for a long time. Though it is vital to explore the 
musical life in Tehran, since it is the largest urban district in Iran, a 
comprehensive study of the socio-cultural aspects of Iranian classical 
music must not neglect other major urban districts, such as Isfahan, 
Shiraz, Mashhad, Tabriz, and Rasht.

William O. Beeman (1976) discusses four matters: a) which musical 
elements (such as modes and instrumentation) have been most vul-
nerable to change, in four existing Iranian musical traditions; b) the 
growing communication between Iran and Western cultures and the 
influence of Western culture in changing music traditions; c) the sig-
nificance of governmental institutions (e.g., the Ministry of Culture), 
art, and broadcast media in changing the musical culture; and d) the 
distinctive gap between rural and urban culture and the ways inno-
vation occurs where these two systems share common features. The 
article explores in detail the interaction between Iranian music and 
society, as well as the dynamics of change in different elements of 
Iranian music and the importance of the state’s role.

Jean During, in his article »Mafhum-e Sonnat dar Musighi-e Mo’āss-
er-e Iran« (›The Concept of Tradition in the Contemporary Music of 
Iran,‹ 1991), discusses issues such as the change in the dynamism of 
tradition and its relationship with nationalism. His central concern 
is to explore the characteristics by which a certain type of music is 
labeled as traditional and how current so-called »traditional« music 
– namely Dastgāh – is related to older traditions.

Movahed (2003 – 2004) examines the approach of musicians and 
musicologists towards musical scholarship during the period of an-
ti-Western ideology and socio-cultural transformation after the Is-
lamic Revolution. She aims to »investigate the understanding and 
purpose of musical scholarship among contemporary indigenous 
scholars of Persian music, in order to explore the intellectual mani-
festations of a struggle that is caught between extinction by internal 
religious supremacy and endorsement by anti-imperialist political 
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nationhood« (Movahed 2003 – 2004, 85). To achieve this goal, Mova-
hed analyzes fifteen musical works written between 1979 and 2002, 
during three time periods delimited by three different sociopolitical 
approaches.

1. 1979 – 1989: »Policy of Isolation« and the Obliteration of Per-
sian Music

2. 1990 – 1994: »Resistance against the Cultural Invasion of the 
West« and the Return to Authenticity

3. 1995 – 2001: »Search for a National Identity« and the Endorse-
ment of Persian Music

Through her characterization of the main trends among Iranian mu-
sicians and musicologists in the new socio-cultural and political at-
mosphere, Movahed illuminates some important aspects of the terms 
»national identity,« »authenticity,« »Westernization,« and »Easterni-
zation« in musical scholarship after the Islamic Revolution.

Youssefzadeh describes how, with the state’s growing emphasis on 
nationalism and the Iranian cultural heritage, the importance attrib-
uted to various genres of Iranian music in national events, such as 
the Festival of Culture and Arts (Jashn-e Farhang-o Honar) and the 
Anniversary of the Royal and National Revolution (Enghelāb-e Shāh 
va Mellat), expanded in the early 1970s (Youssefzadeh 2005). Musi-
cal life changed dramatically after 1979, of course. The Revolution’s 
powerful Islamic ideology created a decade in which music was pro-
hibited. Youssefzadeh (2000, 2005) discusses the elimination of mu-
sic from public life and the transition of Iranian musical life into the 
more informal realm of »the family circle« (Youssefzadeh 2000, 35). 
However, she does not consider the role of music in shaping the new 
dominant Islamic identity through the creation of a new genre, Sorud 
(›revolutionary songs‹). This music not only played a socially motiva-
tional role during the Revolution and the Iran-Iraq war, but also itself 
influenced the novel national-religious identity.

Jean During (2005) details his 2004 scholarly trip to Tehran to com-
pare the current situation of music and musicians to that of the 1970s, 
when he had lived in Iran for approximately ten years, working in 
Iranian classical music. He first remarks on the chaotic terminology 
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concerning specific musical concepts, such as »traditional« (sonnati), 
»authentic« (asil), »art« (honari), »learned« (elmi), »serious« (jeddi), 
»Dastgāh-based« (Dastgāh-i), »Radif-based« (Radif-i), etc. He then 
observes cultural – and specifically musical – changes in transforma-
tions in sub-genres of Iranian classical music, in musical tastes of both 
musicians and the public, in innovative musical styles, new aesthetics, 
and, in short, in a new musical life in Iran. The changes that During 
observes, as a Western musicologist intimate with Iranian classical 
music, illustrate the approach both of the Iranian people and musi-
cians on one hand and of the government and media on the other 
hand toward various genres and musical styles in contemporary Iran.

Ann Lucas (2006) examines the effects of music on sociopolitical is-
sues since the Islamic Revolution. She identifies three main categories 
in Iranian music – classical, folk, and popular – and explores each 
one’s sociopolitical function and audience. She explores the everyday 
life of Iranian people from different social strata for whom playing 
music has an important role; she also examines the role of music in 
different public events. Finally, she describes the attitude of the gov-
ernment toward each genre, seeking to answer two questions: a) to 
what extent does the Islamic government in Iran allow and support 
music and b) to what extent does the government prohibit and ban 
music? Most other research on Iranian music explores music in the 
context of sociological, political, or cultural issues. In contrast, this 
article examines »the unique contribution music can make in discus-
sions regarding social and political issues in Iran« (Lucas 2006, 79).

Ghazizadeh looks at »commissioned governmental symphonies,« 
which are composed by a few specific musicians supported by the 
state budget (Ghazizadeh 2011). Those symphonies, such as Prophet 
Mohammad5 and Nuclear Symphony,6 attempt to display an identi-
ty consonant with the ideology of the Islamic Republic. Significant-
ly, however, Ghazizadeh fails to explore why it is only the symphony 
form that is accepted and commissioned by the government, despite 

5 Composed by Shahin Farhat in 2006.
6 Composed by Mohammad Biglari in 2007.
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its consisting of more or less Westernized concepts and elements, with 
a seemingly contradictory relation to Islamic-Iranian nationality.

Behruz Vojdani (2016) analyzes the discourse of identity and its re-
lationship with Iranian music. Focusing primarily on the construc-
tion of identity in Iranian society through music, he examines how 
identity shapes musical practice in the realms of improvisation, solo 
performance, and composition, as well as the nexus between music 
and daily life in various districts of Iran.

Masud Khamsepur (2017) explores the usage of the term musighi-e 
melli (›national music‹) in specific schools of musical thought over 
time. Today we hear musicians use the term, but the characteristics 
of this »national music« are not clearly specified. The term itself em-
bodies a strong sense of identity and nationalism. Hence, it is cru-
cial to understand how the concept has been used by various musical 
currents, under what sociopolitical conditions the term was created, 
and what specific identity was intended. Khamsepur offers a clearer 
understanding of the commonness of the term in various eras in an-
swer to these questions.

Nahid Siamdoust (2017) explores the role of music and musicians of 
various genres in shaping the Iranian collective identity after the Is-
lamic revolution of 1979. The study begins with the reformation pe-
riod (the mid-1990s) and includes the early years of the 2000s. Some 
of the main subjects of this study are the attitude of the state toward 
music and musicians, restrictions imposed by the state against musi-
cal activities, the ways the state has used music in order to propagate 
its desired policies and values and, in contrast, the ways music and 
musicians have tried to remain free of ideological constraints and 
have continued on their own paths.

1970s: An Historical Overview

Mohammad Reza Shah began his programs to develop Iranian socie-
ty in the early 1970s, and one of his chief aims was to create a stronger 
national identity for Iran (Abrahamian 1982, 426 – 434). Discontent 
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building up during the mid-70s led to exploding political tensions 
that finally led to the overthrow of the Pahlavi government in 1979 
and to the establishment of an Islamic Republican government, i.e., 
the Islamic Republic of Iran. Almost one year later, Saddam Hossein 
started an eight-year war with Iran. As a result of these events, the 
global face of the country changed drastically in many ways during 
the 1970s and 1980s (Mahdavi 2011, 95 – 97).

The Iranian revolution and the Iran-Iraq war hindered usual musical 
activities. The government imposed a political and epic genre of mu-
sic and its own religious ideologies upon society. Typically, »music« 
was envisioned as Sorudhā-ye Enghelābi (›revolutionary anthems‹), 
intended to adapt society to the new vision (Movahed 2003 – 2004, 
89). A more relaxed policy towards musical activities began in the 
late 1980s, yet severe restrictions remain in place to the present day.

A new reformation discourse emerged in the socio-political milieus 
of Iran in the late 1990s (Semati 2008b, 6), intensified by the 2009 
presidential election protests, which contributed to an unstable situa-
tion in Iran generally.7 Political and social tensions persisted for years 
after the revolution and the war. Confrontation between different po-
litical currents, demonstrations motivated by countless unresolved 
economic and political problems, and the troubled relationship be-
tween Iran and the West, were all signs of Iran’s instability. Neverthe-
less, throughout the above-mentioned decades, modernization con-
tinued apace, shaped by specific historical circumstances.

Society and government have always tried to shape a national or so-
cietal identity in accordance with their own goals; for instance, in 
the early 1970s, identity was mainly based on Irāniat (›Iranian-ness‹), 
but in the late 1970s, the concept of Eslāmiat (›Islamic-ness‹) was the 
driving characteristic defining Iranian identity. Some other key fea-

7 For a clearer understanding of the status of culture and the arts in Iran during 
various periods after the Islamic Revolution, see Semati (2008a). The book 
contains fifteen articles by authors from various disciplines, such as music, 
cinema, media, literature, etc., analyzing the state of the respective cultural 
or artistic fields within the specific sociopolitical atmosphere of Iran.
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tures through which the notion of identity has been expressed and 
engendered in Iran over the course of its history are the Persian lan-
guage, the imperial civilization and its artistic symbols (e. g., in ar-
chitecture), Zoroastrian cultural heritage, and Shi’ism (Saleh 2013).

Since the 1970s, these various movements have also been reflect-
ed in Iranian music. For instance, some young musicians initiated 
the Chāvosh music program in the late 1970s, consisting mainly of 
Tasnifhā (›ballads‹) with revolutionary and patriotic themes befit-
ting contemporary sociopolitical conditions. The emergence of the 
Chāvosh genre demonstrates the quest for a new identity in Iranian 
society, a quest which ultimately changed various social and practi-
cal aspects of Iranian classical music. We will describe the Chāvosh 
genre and its impact on Iranian music below.

The process of globalization affected the situation in Iran during the 
second Pahlavi period, especially beginning in the 1970s; moreover, 
the government devised an intentional modernization and Western-
ization program (Keddie 1983, 588). It should be noted that the Shah 
simultaneously aimed to restore ancient Iranian national power and 
traditions. »The 2,500 Year Celebration of the Persian Empire« was 
an obvious demonstration of this (see Steele 2018, 110 – 146).8 Along 
with that came an improvement in Iran’s economic situation, result-
ing in a prosperous culture and art scene. Notably, some of Alinaghi 
Vaziri’s pupils and successors continued the avant-garde movement 
that he had founded decades earlier.9

8 »The 2,500 Year Celebration of the Persian Empire« consisted of an elaborate 
set of festivities that took place on 12 – 16 October 1971, on the occasion of 
the 2,500th anniversary of the founding of the Iranian monarchy (Persian 
Empire) by Cyrus the Great. The intent of the celebration was to demon-
strate Iran’s long history and to showcase its contemporary advances under 
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, the Shah of Iran (https://www.thepahlavidynasty.
com/about/2500-year-celebration, accessed 7 October 2020). The heads of 69 
countries were invited to this celebration.

9 Alinaghi Vaziri (1925 – 1979) was the pioneer of modernization and renewal 
in Iranian classical music. Some of his major achievements are as follows: 
a) developing Iranian orchestral music; b) creation of a method for teaching 
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The Golhā music program, for example, was a product of this culture 
and art scene. Starting on Iranian national radio in the mid-1950s, 
the program was mainly based on Dastgāh music, which was then 
a novel tradition and style, based largely on the concepts that Vaziri 
had introduced. Some musicians, such as Ruhollah Khaleghi (1906 – 
1965), worked with large ensembles using combinations of Iranian 
and non-Iranian musical instruments as well as employing polyph-
ony in compositions, which did not exist in the older Qajar musi-
cal traditions. Meanwhile, the expansion of radio radically increased 
public access to music, thereby creating a much larger audience (see 
Lewisohn 2008, 93 – 94).

Radio and TV

As radio and TV became more and more pervasive in the second 
Pahlavi era, they played an important role in guiding the musical 
taste of Iranian society. Alinaghi Vaziri was in charge of music pro-
duction on the radio in the reign of Mohammad Reza Shah, when 
prominent Iranian music maestros and orchestras were producing 
radio programs (Aryanpur 2013, 213). According to Aryanpur (2013, 
214), however, some great maestros left the radio due to »[radio] pol-
icies which deviated from authentic music.«

Sepanta considers the programming between 1953 and 1979 as inap-
propriate for the national radio and TV, and states: »the majority of 
programs on radio and television were dedicated to spontaneous [not 
artistic], market-oriented popular songs« (Sepanta 2003, 16). Ruhol-
lah Khaleghi, an important music policymaker, criticized unskilled 
musicians’ productions and low-quality ensembles which performed 
monophonic music (Sepanta 2003, 304 – 305). Vaziri as well as his 

the practice and theory of Iranian music, inspired by the methods of Euro-
pean music schools; c) developing pre-composed music pieces; d) strength-
ening the position of musicians as an independent profession in society, and 
creating a context for routine public concerts; e) reviving written theory of 
Iranian music; and f) transcribing important parts of the repertoire of Ira-
nian music, specifically the radif-hā of Mirza Abdollah and Mirza Hosseing-
holi (see Nematollahy 2020, 112 – 113).
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successors believed in polyphonic Iranian music. Iranian music in 
this era was typically characterized by the Golhā program, both for 
its outstanding music program and for its prominent solo perfor-
mances.

Dariush Talai told me the following during an interview (Talai, inter-
view with author, 2015):

In my opinion, the efforts that Khaleghi and Pirnia made in 
the Golhā program turned it into an Iranian and popular pro-
gram, and it was more successful than other programs. It was 
designed so intelligently. Firstly, they conceived the relationship 
between music and poetry properly; they presented the poetry 
through narration so that people could understand it. Second-
ly, at the beginning of the program they used Tasnif, which is 
a more popular form in urban music, and in order to keep it 
novel they used orchestration and arrangement. Once people 
had been attracted, the deepest part of the work was broadcast. 
For example, Ahmad Ebadi would play setār, or Ghavami or Ba-
nan would sing. The result was that it was a successful program, 
both on the surface and on a deeper level.

Hossein Alizadeh said to me about Golhā (Alizadeh, interview with 
author, 2017):

In the past, the radio broadcast a lighter style of music, and 
this affected other sorts of music. In my opinion, Golhā was 
an extremely serious and important program. If composers 
had developed in that direction, we would have modern Golhā 
music now.

Thus, we may consider the Golhā program as the quintessence of Ira-
nian music in the 1950s and 1960s, technically linking the tradition 
and identity of that time to Iranian music. We must keep this in mind 
when we study the way Golhā affected the next generation of Iranian 
musicians.

The Golhā radio program (1955 – 1978), with 580 hours of recordings 
altogether, featured many top Iranian artists and also had intellec-
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tual support from famous authors and poets.10 The program start-
ed with a song performed by the orchestra, continued with a classic 
poetry narration, and ended with instrumental solo performances, 
usually accompanied by Āvāz (›non-metric singing‹) performance by 
the singer.

In the early shows, the format of the ensembles was usually in unison; 
however, later, all the pieces performed by the orchestras were pol-
yphonic, complete with harmony and counterpoint (Sepanta 2003, 
307). As the program continued for a long time, the musical tastes of 
the participants varied considerably.

Regarding the relationship between Golhā and tradition, Dariush 
Pirniakan notes (Pirniakan, interview with author, 2015):

Golhā programs with different musicians performing had dif-
ferent levels of adherence to tradition. For instance, a program 
in which maestros like Ebadi, Ghavami, and Mahjubi per-
formed would exhibit more of an authentic and artistic charac-
ter by comparison to a program of Golhā performed by Parviz 
Yahaghi, Farhang Sharif, Badei, Golpayegeni, or Iraj.

However, the style of Vaziri was generally dominant in this radio 
program as well as in most other music programs. Common features 
included polyphonic orchestral music, a new approach to the com-
bination of music and poem, different responses of the orchestra to 
the vocalist’s melody, and a combination of Iranian and foreign in-
struments.

After graduating from university in 1970, Majid Kiani recognized 
two currents of Iranian music: the first was based on Vaziri’s school, 
which usually included the radio musicians and had a highly »popu-
lar« approach, and the second included more private musicians, who 
were trying to preserve authentic Dastgāh music (Kiani, interview 
with author, 2015). Vaziri’s style deeply affected the other ensembles, 
such as Farabi, Barbad, and Nakisa.

10 See http://www.Golha.co.uk, accessed 7 October 2020.
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The discussion so far has demonstrated the influence of the Golhā 
program and its special musical style, which was known as musighi-e 
rādio’i (›radio music‹) among Iranian musicians. Older tradition-ori-
ented musicians, however, were firmly opposed to this radio music, 
which they interpreted as a deformation of authentic Iranian music 
(Karimi 2001, 142). So, they established the Markaz-e Hefz va Eshā’e-ye 
Musighi-e Iran (Center for the Preservation and Propagation of Iranian 
Music, hereafter referred to simply as Markaz or »The Center«); their 
main objective was to restore tradition (Mosayeb Zadeh 2003, 83).

The Markaz and the music department at the University of Tehran 
were the two leading institutions in this area. Their attitude toward 
different aspects of Iranian music (especially tradition and modern-
ization), following their chief directors, such as Nur Ali Borumand 
(1905 – 1977) and Dariush Safvat (1928 – 2013), figured prominently 
in the perception and practice of tradition in Iranian music from the 
1970s onward, most importantly because these two centers trained 
a generation of powerful Iranian musicians.11 These institutions fo-
cused on »returning« to assumed traditions and were rather defen-
sive in their reaction to change and variation (Asadi 2007, 213).

1970s: Modernization, Tradition, and Identity

Early in the 1970s (the starting point for this article’s case study), 
the trends of modernization and industrialization in Iran acceler-
ated as a consequence of economic growth. The king, Mohammad 
Reza Shah, passionately exaggerated Iran’s national and international 
power in his interviews (see his interview with the Italian journalist 
Oriana Fallaci,12 and with the BBC in 1974 and 197613). The »2,500 

11 Very significant musicians such as Mohammad Reza Shajarian, Moham-
mad Reza Lotfi, Hossein Alizadeh, Dariush Pirniakan, Parviz Meshkatian, 
Davud Ganjei, Dariush Talai, Majid Kiani, Jalal Zolfonun, Ali Akbar Shek-
archi, Mohammad Ali Kianinejad, Mohammad Ali Haddadian, and some 
others were trained in one or both music institutions.

12 https://newrepublic.com/article/92745/shah-iran-mohammad-reza-pahlevi- 
oriana-fallaci, accessed 7 October 2020.

13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4bEhffsQNZ0 and  
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Year Celebration of the Persian Empire« was an obvious example, 
where he invited the heads of sixty-nine countries to show off the 
pride of the Iranian nation. Another prestige-building event was the 
annual (1967 – 1977) Jashn-e Honar (Festival of Arts) in Shiraz, in the 
presence of the queen.

The combination of modernity and tradition is a typical feature in 
the discourse of cultural nationalism, in which a national identity is 
constructed based on a glorious past, while the nation simultaneously 
tries to be modern and future-focused (Turino 2000). This twofold na-
ture means that most cultural nationalisms in music exhibit a combi-
nation of tradition and modernity. We can clearly observe this double 
nature in the art programs of the Jashn-e Honar (see Chehabi 2018).

The second Pahlavi Shah placed great emphasis on the ancient sym-
bols of Iran, and in 1976 he reset the beginning of the calendar to the 
coronation of Cyrus the Great. Abruptly, the solar Hijri year 1355 
was converted to the year 2535 under the »Imperial Calendar«. I have 
previously mentioned that after the Iranian coup in 1953, the sec-
ond Pahlavi government became less democratic and political activ-
ities were restricted (see Mokhtari 2008, 485 – 488). Besides this, the 
White Revolution had a major impact, together with other reforms 
and modernization roadmaps.14

Metropolitan cities like Tehran began to modernize, while rural re-
gions remained undeveloped, which resulted in public discontent 
(Abrahamian 1980, 21 – 26). The lack of appropriate infrastructure 
and the fast pace of modernization resulted in superficial progress 
without strong roots. On the other hand, religious beliefs sparked an 
increasing number of demonstrations that eventually led to the over-
throw the Pahlavi regime in 1979.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imil1iIpIYA, accessed 7  October 2020.
14 In 1963, the White Revolution brought feudalism to an end and national-

ized natural resources like forests, pasturelands, and water. This Revolution 
had many other accomplishments, too, which were quite significant in Iran’s 
modernization (Ansari 2001).
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Revivalism, Preservation, and Tradition15

One of the most important intellectual and musical currents during 
this period in Iran was traditionalism. This era was crucial both in 
society and in the evolution of Iranian classical music, and it wit-
nessed a wave of returning to traditions and a redefining of nation-
al identity. The traditionalist current began a few years prior to the 
1970s but reached its peak in that decade (Asadi, interview with au-
thor, 2015). During this time, governmental organizations staged 
several festivities with music as a core activity:

. Annual Jashn-e Honar-e Shirāz (Festival of Arts Shiraz), 
1966 – 1977

. Annual Jashn-e Farhang-o Honar (Festival of Culture and 
Arts), 1968 – 1977

. Annual Jashn-e Tus (Tus Festival), 1974 – 1977
These festivals had common aspects, and Amir Ashraf Aryanpur de-
lineates their shared purposes as follows: a) national culture develop-
ment, b) national identity perception and conservation, c) enhance-
ment of cultural fundaments, d) public involvement and support, 
e) restoring authentic Iranian artforms, and f) representation of the 
cultural symbols of Iran (Aryanpur 2013, 290).

In speaking of a new surge of national identity, I do not mean to deny the 
effects of Western culture on Iranian culture; on the contrary, we have 
seen that in some cases, during both periods of Pahlavi rule, moderniza-
tion was pursued through Western cultural components. Therefore, the 
traditionalist current and pursuit of national identity may be considered 
a response to these socio-cultural impacts on Iran. The intellectual ba-
sis of traditionalism had its roots in anti-West opuses such as Jalal Ale 
Ahmad’s Gharbzadegi (›Westernization‹)16 and Dariush Shayegan’s Āsiā 
dar Barābar-e Gharb (›Asia against the West‹).17 Both of these works ex-
press an anti-West discourse and condemn this movement.

15 This section is adapted from chapter 4.2.1 of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation. 
(Nematollahy 2020)

16 The book was originally published in 1962 in Tehran.
17 The book was originally published in 1977 in Tehran.
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Although Western art was strongly represented in the Jashn-e Honar 
and Jashn-e Farhang-o Honar, for the first time, there was increased 
attention to the native cultural components in the high-level festi-
vals. The ancient culture and literature of Iran, like the Shāhnāme, 
was discussed as the main source of Iran’s mythology and its ago-
nized history. Attention to local music and dance was also significant 
(see Aryanpur 2013, 289 – 301 and 302 – 339).

Iran, in general, started to emphasize its ancient identity in public 
festivals in the 1970s. In the Jashn-e Farhang-o Honar in 1970, Seyyed 
Hossein Nasr gave a lecture on »Sufism in Iranian music« (Aryan-
pur 2013, 292). As Nasr was one of the top researchers in the field of 
»traditionalism« and its philosophy, this indicates the institutional 
focus on tradition and identity. Yet, critics did not consider that these 
efforts placed sufficient emphasis on »our own« cultural components 
(Akrami 1977; quoted in Aryanpur 2013, 299):

The cultural policies of the celebration, while preserving its dy-
namism in order to adapt to the cultural evolution of the time, 
must not omit the authentic and traditional cultural elements of 
Iran. We are subject to cultural invasion by the West, and there-
fore we need defensive plans to preserve the light of our own 
values in the unrefined shadows of the West. Certainly, no plan 
would be more protective than to focus on cultural authenticity 
and to strengthen the roots of that authenticity. Jashn-e Honar 
must eventually reach an Iranian morality, even as it also dis-
plays the most extreme manifestations of Western art.

Asadi (2007, 213) believes that »the traditionalist movement in Ira-
nian music was created in reaction to the avant-gardist movement 
of the mid-1960s«, and it manifested and crystallized itself primarily 
in two music institutions: a) Dāneshkade-ye Honarhā-ye Zibā (Mu-
sic Department of the Fine Arts Faculty of the University of Tehran, 
established in 1965), and b) Markaz-e Hefz-o Eshā’e-ye Musighi-e 
Irani (The Center for Preservation and Propagation of Iranian Mu-
sic, established in 1969). These institutions were connected, and for 
most of this time directed by Dariush Safvat and Nor Ali Borumand 
(Mosayeb Zadeh 2003, 81 – 82). Almost all new musicians were stu-
dents in at least one of them, which shows the power and effect they 
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had on classical music. Their impact may be classified as follows: 
a) giving great importance to Radif, specifically the Radif of Mirza 
Abdollah, in shaping the notion of tradition; b) linking Iranian mu-
sic with spiritual and mystical ideas; c) canonizing and contextualiz-
ing traditionalism through academic texts; d) categorizing and labe-
ling various musical styles through a tradition-oriented intellectual 
filter; and e) freezing the repertoire of Dastgāh music.

Music in the Early Years of the Islamic Revolution

The Islamic government of Iran has always opposed the West and its 
culture, as well as the symbolism of ancient Iran (Holliday 2011, 60; 
Abrahamian 2008, 162 – 181). The Islamic rulers of Iran completely 
changed the identity of the Iranian nation from that of the Pahlavi 
Kingdom or the Constitutional age. The predisposition of the new 
government, as was obvious from the views of Imam Khomeini, was 
totally based on Shi’a and ancient Islamic law (see Saleh 2013). Imam 
Khomeini regularly used the word ummah, which implies a common 
ideology, rather than mellat (›nation‹). Relying on this ideology, they 
rooted the culture of the nation in Islam, and opposed all of the Irani-
an symbols because of their connection to the Kingdom or to Taghut 
(›worshipping other than God‹) (see Abrahamian 2008, 162 – 181).

The Iran-Iraq eight-year war was mainly motivated by: a) an obli-
gation to maintain the borders and the integrity of Iran, which had 
been invaded; and b) the war between »right and wrong.« »Right 
against wrong,« or »blood against sword,« was an Islamic cultural 
concept which is encapsulated in the martyrdom of Imam Hossein 
and all of his entourage at Karbala. The annual mourning for the 
martyrdom of Imam Hossein became a major event driving the war. 
It can be concluded that the war helped and, in fact, became a suita-
ble platform to develop Shi’a thought and spread the culture of mar-
tyrdom throughout Iranian society (Good and Good 1988, 56 – 63).

Anti-Western sentiment increased during the war, especially to the de-
gree that the conflict harmed the infrastructure and all the efforts that 
had been done for modernization. Music was no exception, and it was 
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an important issue for the new government, acting in accordance with 
Islamic practice.18 The Islamic revolution and the consequent eight-
year war caused Iranian music and society to revolve around Islam, 
which deeply affected musicians and their music. Islamic rules even 
permeated into Iran’s constitution, which forcefully limited musicians, 
going so far as to ban all musical activities for ten years (1979 – 1989), 
during which time the Iran-Iraq war ended, Saddam Hossein was ex-
pelled from Iranian territory, and Imam Khomeini died.

At that time, the only type of music permitted was military music 
and Sorud (›chants‹), revolutionary and patriotic songs (Youssefza-
deh 2005, 431). The state, known for its anti-Western stance, em-
braced the approved revolutionary chants (Sorudhā-ye Enghelābi), 
even though this kind of music was chiefly based on Western mod-
els. In the meantime, the government suppressed regional music, and 
forced musicians to adapt their music to the ideologies of the revolu-
tion (Youssefzadeh 2005, 431).

Chāvosh: A Bridge Between Iranian Music 
and the Revolution
If we analyze the relationship between music and society throughout 
the long history of Iran, we observe that both before and after the 
advent of Islam, music and musicians were strongly controlled by the 
court and other institutions of power (see Mashhun 2001; Farmer 
1929). As a result, Iranian classical music was unfamiliar to and dis-
connected from the realities of society and everyday life.

However, there were two pivotal moments in which music inter-
connected more profoundly with society, politics, and their trans-
formations. The first period in which this happened is the Constitu-
tional Era (at the beginning of the twentieth century), where we see 
the alignment of music and socio-political movements, specifically 

18 Ayatollah Khomeini, the leader of the Islamic Republic, believed that music, 
like opium, corrupts youths and must be eliminated from society. For in-
stance, see Khomeini (2010, 204 – 205 and 157 – 158).
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through concerts and gatherings held by the Anjoman-e Okhovvat 
(Brotherhood Association) (Khaleghi 1999, vol. 1, 309), and high-
lighted even more in the tasnifhā-ye melli-mihani (›national-patriotic 
songs‹) by Aref Ghazvini (Ghazvini 1963).

The second period was in the 1970s and early 1980s, where we see 
the emergence of Chāvosh. When we speak of Chāvosh, we refer to 
two things: a) The Kānun-e Chāvosh (Chāvosh Center) and b) the 
series of music programs produced by the members of the Chāvosh 
Center.

Previously we mentioned that, shortly before the 1970s, a revivalist 
current emerged, both in intellectual and musical domains, whose 
main idea was of a »return to self.« Chāvosh is strongly and organ-
ically connected with the revivalist movement, since the essential 
members and founders of the Center, such as Mohammad Reza Lotfi 
and Hossein Alizadeh, were formerly pupils of the Markaz and the 
music department of the University of Tehran. Hossein Alizadeh 
wrote to me (Alizadeh, e-mail to author, 2020):

Chāvosh was established by musicians whose ideas were rooted 
in the insights of the Markaz, but who were not fundamental-
ists and had close ties with the general public.

The initial inspiration for Chāvosh was to be found in the formation 
of an Iranian music ensemble named »Sheida« by Lotfi in the early 
1970s. All the members of the ensemble were young musicians who 
were trained in the Markaz and/or the music department of the Uni-
versity of Tehran (Lotfi 2007, 22 – 23). Soon the »Sheida« ensemble 
achieved recognition by the Iranian National Radio; this was consid-
ered a great achievement for the youths, since most music programs 
on radio and television consisted of familiar material introduced by 
famous older maestros (Lotfi 2007, 22 – 23).

Radio and television were certainly the most important institutions 
that influenced the public consumption of music, and they served an 
important function in shaping the public’s musical taste, especially 
considering the fact that there were no alternative media, such as the 
Internet and social networks. Lotfi (2009, 20) mentions:
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Radio music production before Mr. Ebtehāj was very unsatis-
factory.19 Relationships in the music production business were 
more political, the radio was managed by the intelligence ser-
vice, and the supervisors were mostly army commanders. As 
a matter of fact, Radio Tehran pursued the general policies of 
the Pahlavi government, and only a few people were capable of 
doing valuable work, and only for a short period of time. Al-
though the lyrics performed in the Golhā program were of high 
quality, the musical content was very poor. There was no pro-
gram comparable to the high-quality orchestral music of the 
Khaleghi era, and instead, mostly violin players, some of whom 
were absolutely unskilled, would perform on the radio.

This is consistent with Sepanta’s idea that overall Iranian television 
and radio from 1953 until 1979 were not suitable venues for authentic 
Iranian music. He argues that »the majority of programs on radio 
and television were dedicated to trendy [not artistic], market-orient-
ed popular songs« (Sepanta 2003, 16).

Samavati argues that contrary to most music ensembles on national 
radio, the »Sheida« ensemble was highly disciplined and well-organ-
ized. For this reason, this ensemble was known as a barracks-like 
ensemble.20 Certainly, the »Sheida« ensemble was not a continuation 
of the radio tradition. Instead it was consonant with the manner of 
the Markaz (Samavati, interview with author, 2020). In order to bet-
ter understand the general atmosphere of radio music production, as 
well as the taste of the audience in the early 1970s, I quote from Lotfi 
(2009, 21):

Mr. Ebtehāj told me that when you [Lotfi and Farhangfar] were 
playing in the studio to arrange the sound levels, in the first 
musical phrase you performed Mr. Shahbazian was surprised 
by the way you played and by the sonority of your musical in-
struments. He said that »they play in such an interesting way, 

19 Hushang Ebtehāj (born in 1928) is a well-known Iranian poet. He was the 
director of the Golhā music program from 1971 – 1977 and also the founder 
of the Golchin-e Hafte music program on Iranian national radio.

20 Because of the fact that the ensemble members were very punctual.
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and their sound is different from what I have heard from other 
musicians.« Later when this program was broadcast on the ra-
dio, many audience members who were used to hearing Gol-
hā-style music did not enjoy our performance. On the other 
hand, there were lots of young listeners who had not heard this 
new style and became fans of our music.

A while after the establishment of the »Sheida« Ensemble on the 
radio, another ensemble called »Aref« was founded by some other 
young musicians. The supervisors of the »Aref« ensemble were Hos-
sein Alizadeh and Parviz Meshkatian, and the members were chief-
ly trained in the Markaz. Performing newly composed pieces, the 
»Aref« ensemble took a more innovative approach in comparison to 
»Sheida«. Two of the most famous pieces performed by the »Aref« En-
semble were Savārān-e Dasht-e Omid (›The Steppe Riders of Hope‹) 
and Hessār (›Barrier‹). Alizadeh informed me (Alizadeh, interview 
with author, 2016):

It was 1978 and my wife had been detained for her political ac-
tivities. I composed the piece, Hessār, for the political prisoners, 
and when I visited my wife in prison, I told her that the piece 
would be broadcast on the radio.

Hessār is one of the significant pieces closely connected with the so-
cio-political circumstances of that era. Hessār is one key melody 
(Gushe) of the Chahārgāh mode, and at the same time, it means a bar-
rier or a fence. Therefore, the name of the piece concurrently indicates 
the musical mode and the occasion for which the piece was composed.

Samavati argues that the establishment of »Sheida« and then »Aref« 
was the direct result of decisions by Hushang Ebtehāj and Reza Ghot-
bi.21 Samavati (interview with author, 2020) also believes that

the educated part of society greatly supported the ensembles 
»Sheida« and »Aref.« If we take a more holistic view, we recog-
nize that at that time there existed a discourse of »back to the 
roots« in most parts of the globe. Likewise, in Iran, the same 
approach was observable in architecture, poetry, painting, and 

21 Reza Ghotbi was the director of Iranian national radio and television from 
1963 until 1978.
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in music, where it was symbolized by the move towards tradi-
tional music.

Besides radio, and specifically the program Golchin-e Hafte (›the col-
lection of the week‹) – which Derakhshani considered the »launch 
pad« of the »Sheida« and »Aref« ensembles (Derakhshani, interview 
with author, 2020) – the presence of these ensembles in the Jashn-e 
Honar-e Shiraz, the showcase of Iranian art, was another event that 
introduced the new generation of musicians to society (see Aryanpur 
2013, 338).

The »Sheida« ensemble appeared on stage for the first time at the 
Jashn-e Honar festival in 1975. Ensemble members were Mohammad 
Reza Lotfi (supervisor and tār player), Mohammad Reza Shajarian 
(singer), and Nasser Farhangfar (tombak player). A very distinctive 
element of their fifty-minute performance was that they used Rāst-
panjgāh as their major musical mode. Although Rāstpanjgāh exists 
traditionally as one of the modes in Radif (see Talai 2013, 406 – 444), 
it had not been used by older masters as material for their musical 
improvisation and thus remained in some disregard. Consequently, a 
long traditional performance in the Rāstpanjgāh mode by these three 
young musicians was highly acclaimed by the audience. This perfor-
mance is still considered significant and memorable in the circle of 
Iranian musicians.

Another public concert by the »Sheida« ensemble took place in 1976 
in the Jashn-e Tus. This concert was performed in Dastgāh-e Segāh 
and took a very traditional approach. Years later this concert was of-
ficially published as a music album, Jān-e Jānān, or the ninth in the 
Chāvosh series.

Moreover, in 1977, the »Sheida« ensemble performed at the Jashn-e 
Honar-e Shirāz, but with a larger lineup: Lotfi, Shajarian, Abdol Naghi, 
Afsharnia (ney player), Pashang Kamkar (santur player), Darvish Reza 
Monazami (kamānche player), Esmail Sedghiasa (ud player), Zeidollah 
Tolui (tār player), Arjang Kamkar (tombak player), and Bijan Kamkar 
(daf player). This time they chose as their key musical mode the Dast-
gāh-e Navā, which had been neglected, just like the Rāstpanjgāh.
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In the same year »Aref« (the ensemble of the Markaz) – including 
young musicians such as Hossein Alizadeh (tār player), Parviz Mesh-
katian (santur player), Fatemeh Vaezi, known as Parisa (voice), Mo-
hammad Ali Kianinejad (ney player), Ali Akbar Shekarchi (kamānche 
player), and Morteza Ayan (tombak player) – performed a fifty-min-
ute concert in the Dastgāh-e Navā. In addition to the innovative 
mode, the rhythm of the Tasnif of Alā Ey Pire Farzāne, which was 
composed in an irregular quintuple meter (5/8), contributed greatly 
to the pioneering aspect of the performance.

A notable point in the performative features of the ensembles was 
that while they employed innovative modes such as Rāstpanjgāh and 
Navā, or different rhythmic structures, the general manner of their 
performance still remained faithful to the tradition they had learned 
in the Markaz. For instance, the melodic movements, movements in 
various Gushe-hā, sonority, plucking patterns, melismatic patterns, 
and some other musical elements, were close to the Qajar musical 
tradition. In short, I argue that the tradition-oriented performances 
of the ensembles »Sheida« and »Aref« should be considered a »tradi-
tionalistic innovation« at a time when Qajar musical traditions had 
been weakened in Iranian music. The cited concerts, in addition to 
the programs performed on the radio by the two ensembles, played 
an undeniable role in recognizing the young artists as the new gener-
ation of Iranian classical musicians.

After 1977, anti-government demonstrations grew larger in various 
cities, and socio-political circumstances entered a new phase. Aliza-
deh (interview with author, 2017) says that due to the protests and the 
oppressive attitude of the government,

we [musicians of the radio] were reluctant to work for govern-
mental institutions. We started to contemplate the founding of 
a center independent from the government. We, as young mu-
sicians, could conceive of this, but the mindsets of the older 
maestros were such that they could not conceive of a non-gov-
ernmental music institution.

The eighth of September 1978 is considered one of the major turning 
points in the demonstrations against the Shah’s regime in Iran. On 
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that day a massive conflict broke out between protesters and army 
forces in Zhāleh Square in Tehran, resulting in almost 100 casual-
ties (Kurzman 2009, 75). This marked not only a turning point in 
the direction of revolution, but also in the formation of the Kānun-e 
Chāvosh (Chāvosh Center), since on the following day, all the mem-
bers of »Sheida« and »Aref« decided not to go to the radio anymore 
and resigned collectively (Alizadeh in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 
2017).

After resigning from the radio, the members intended to pursue their 
musical activities independently, but they did not have the necessary 
facilities. Inevitably, it seems in retrospect, they chose the basement 
of Mohammad Reza Lotfi’s house as their rehearsal place (Dera-
khshani, interview with author, 2020). At this historical point, the 
members of the ensembles »Sheida« and »Aref« merged and pursued 
their activities jointly under the umbrella of Chāvosh.

Concurrent with the growth of demonstrations, the musical activi-
ty of Chāvosh increased, and their musical compositions displayed 
more political content. The pieces were composed mostly by Lotfi, 
Hossein Alizadeh, and Parviz Meshkatian, and were recorded as 
fast as possible. Samavati states that »we had to produce the pieces 
very fast, and the musicians had well-trained ears due to their di-
dactic musical background. Therefore, most of the time we would 
record pieces after only one rehearsal« (Samavati, interview with 
author, 2020).

Ghashang Kamkar mentions (in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 
2017):

Each composed piece was recorded in the basement, and each 
musician brought their tape recorder there. About twenty tape 
recorders were gathered, and we reproduced the recorded pieces 
overnight. The following day, the musicians themselves would 
sell the cassettes in the streets. Each one was responsible for 
going to a specific district to sell the tapes, and usually all the 
copies were sold out.

Majid Derakhshani (interview with author, 2020) adds:
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I used to borrow the electricity from a restaurant to play the 
cassettes. People passing by would become really emotional and 
impressed and would buy the tapes.

It seems that although there was no company distributing the al-
bums, Chāvosh productions had a large popular audience (Dera-
khshani, interview with author, 2020).
Arshad Tahmasbi (in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 2017) mentions:

We sold about 125,000 cassettes from one of the Chāvosh pro-
grams, which was an unprecedented number.

A noteworthy point about the Chāvosh programs was that these cas-
settes served the function of a Shabnāme22 (›political night letter‹) at 
that time. Samavati argues that since the media was cassettes and was 
audible, and knowledge of reading and writing was not necessary in 
order to understand it, it could engage larger audiences (Samavati, 
interview with author, 2020).

After the collapse of the monarchy and the establishment of the Is-
lamic Republic in 1978, the Chāvosh Center was moved to a three-sto-
ry building in Hoghughi Street in Tehran, and a statute was created 
for it.

For a better understanding of the relationship between Chāvosh and 
social identity, to shed light on the musical changes the movement 
generated, and to illustrate the ideas of the producers of the pro-
grams in Iran’s revolutionary atmosphere, some major productions 
are introduced and briefly analyzed in the following section, which 
includes transcriptions of the lyrics of the songs. This analysis only 
introduces some of the musical pieces produced in Chāvosh and is 
not meant to be an in-depth evaluation. To fully cover their various 
musical features, each piece must be analyzed musically in exclusive 
studies.

22 According to the Moein Encyclopedic Dictionary, Shabnāme is any written 
note which is distributed secretly among people at night (see http://www.
vajehyab.com/moein/%D8%B4%D8%A8+%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85
%D9%87, accessed 7 October 2020). This term is commonly used in political 
activities.
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Altogether, twelve series of Chāvosh programs were produced. Some 
of the series, such as Chāvosh 1, 5, 9, 10, 11, and 12, served purely an 
artistic function and were produced without reference to political is-
sues. By contrast, other Chāvosh series were more or less connected 
to socio-political events of their time.

Analysis of Selected Chāvosh Music Pieces

Chāvosh 2 consists of two Tasnifs; a) Shabnavard (›Night Passer‹); 
and b) Āzādi (›Freedom‹). Both pieces are composed by Lotfi and 
performed by the »Sheida« ensemble. The first one is sung by Mo-
hammad Reza Shajarian and the second one by Shahram Nazeri.

To make the analysis clearer, some essential terms are defined as fol-
lows:

Gushe (›corner,‹ ›section,‹ ›piece‹): According to Farhat, Gushe is 
»the generic term for individual pieces, other than the Darāmad, 
which make up the repertoire of a Dastgāh« (Farhat 2009, 22).
Darāmad is the key Gushe of each Dastgāh, which is necessarily 
used often in performing its host Dastgāh.
Tasnif (›ballad‹) is the only vocal form among all the metric forms. 
It has been significant in the construction of identity in Iran, 
chiefly due to the use of patriotic or nationalist lyrics (see Chehabi 
1999).
Dastgāh: According to Hooman Asadi, »Dastgāh is a multi-modal 
cycle, a combination of melody models which are organized by the 
modal foundation within a cyclic outline« (Asadi 2004, 46).

In notating the selected pieces, I have used the standard Western staff 
notation as is widely used today in Iranian music. Specific additional 
signs signify exclusive techniques, intervals, and dynamics of Iranian 
music that do not exist in standard staff notation, as follows:

1. Koron is usually shown by the symbol   
Koron in Iranian music lowers the pitch by almost a quarter 
tone (half of a semitone). This sign, like flat or sharp, can ap-
pear in the key signature or as an accidental.
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2. Sori is usually shown by the symbol  
Sori in Iranian music raises the pitch by almost a quartertone and 
can again appear either in the key signature or as an accidental.23

Additionally, in Iranian music the intervals are neither tempered 
nor consistently intoned. It is worth mentioning that Koron and Sori 
theoretically alter a tone by »approximately« a quarter step, while in 
practice they vary, depending on the specific mode and the taste of 
the performer.

It is also worthy of mention that signs such as flat, sharp, and Koron 
will be employed in two ways: a) when the notation addresses only 
a small excerpt from the middle of a music piece, I use the signs as 
accidentals through the bars and b) when a piece is transcribed in a 
coherent way, I use the signs in the key signature.

Here, I illustrate the intervallic patterns of the Dastgāhs and Āvāzes 
(major musical modes) in which the Chāvosh pieces have been com-
posed:

23 The signs Koron and Sori have been initiated by Alinaghi Vaziri.

Figure 1: Intervallic pattern of the mode Dashti

Figure 2: Intervallic pattern of the mode Chahārgāh  

Figure 3: Intervallic pattern of the mode Māhur  

Figure 4: Intervallic pattern of the mode Esfahān 
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1. Shabnavard (›The Night Passer‹)

This is one of the first and most memorable patriotic-political songs 
of Chāvosh, and it embraces significant musical features. The piece is 
composed in the Dashti mode, which is one of the main Āvāz of Das-
tgāh-e Shur. One notable feature of this Tasnif is that, although the in-
tervals and melodic movements obey the classical-traditional Dashti 
mode, it presents some novel features, such as the presence of a bass tār 
as an ostinato which creates an exclusive and novel polyphonic texture.

One significant characteristic of Dashti is the frequent alternation of 
its tonal center (Shahed) from the lower microtone and back to natu-
ral (see Talai 2013, 82). In Shabnavard, we find this alternation of the 
central tone chiefly in the ensemble’s responses to the singer’s melo-
dy. For instance, the singer presents the following melody:

To which the ensemble responds as follows:
 
 

Figure 5: Intervallic pattern of the mode Navā

Figure 7: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Shabnavard

Figure 6: Intervallic pattern of the mode Homāyun 

Figure 8: Ensemble’s response to the vocal melody of the first hemistich 
of Shabnavard 
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

shab ast-o chehre-ye  
mihan siyāh-e

It is night and the face  
of the homeland is dark

neshastan dar siyāhi-hā gonāhe It is a sin to stay in the darkness

tofangam rā bedeh  
tā rah bejuyam

Give me my gun  
so that I can find a way

ke harke āshegh-e pāyash be rāhe Anyone who is in love  
is moving on the way

barādar bi gharāre,  
barādar sho’levāre,

Brother is restless,  
brother is angry

barādar dashte sinash lālezāre Brother’s breast is a tulip garden

shab-o daryā-e  
khofangiz-o tufān

The night, the fearsome sea,  
and the storm

man-o andishehā-ye  
pāk-e puyān

I and my pure thoughts  
are like a bow and arrow

barāyam khal’at-o  
khanjar biyāvar

Bring a noose and  
a dagger for me

ke khun mibārad  
az delhāye suzān

The hearts are  
bloody and burning

barādar nojavune,  
barādar ghargh-e khune

Brother is young,  
brother is bloody

barādar kakolesh ātashfeshune Brother’s head is a volcano
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

to ke bā āsheghan dard āshena’i You are sympathetic with lovers

to ke hamrazm-o  
ham zanjire mā’i

We are comrades, and  
we are chained together

bebin khun-e azizān 
 rā be divār

See the blood of my  
dearest on the wall

bezan sheypur-e  
sobh-e roshanā’i

Play the bugle until  
the light of dawn

Figure 9: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Shab-
navard (lyrics by Aslan Aslanian)24

2. Āzādi (›Freedom‹)

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

ān zamān ke benhādam  
sar be pāye āzādi

When I sacrificed myself  
for freedom

dast-e Khod ze jān  
shostam az barāye āzādi I gave my life for freedom

tā magar be dast āram  
daman-e vesālash rā In order to reach it [freedom]

midavam be pāye sar  
dar ghafāye āzādi

I run unstoppably  
behind freedom

dar mohite tufānzāy  
māherāne dar jang ast

In the stormy atmosphere they 
skillfully fight each other

24 If not indicated otherwise, all lyrics were translated by the author.
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

nakhodāye estebdād  
bā khodāye āzādi

The shipmaster of tyranny  
and the god of freedom

dāman-e mohabbat ra  
gar koni ze khun rangin

If you dye the dress  
of love with your blood

mitavān to rā goftan  
pishvāye āzādi

Then you are the  
leader of freedom

Figure 10: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Āzādi 
(lyrics by Aslan Aslanian)

Unlike Shabnavard, this piece does not display the usual features of 
Iranian Dastgāh music. Although the musical instruments used in 
Āzādi are tār, santur, ud, ney, kamānche, and bass tār, the melodic 
movements, modal construction, intervallic pattern, and the meth-
od of combining poem and music do not fall into the typical for-
mats of Iranian Dastgāh music. Instead, all the above-mentioned el-
ements imitate the genre of Sorud (›march‹ or ›chant‹), as we know 
that internationally. The mode of the piece is Māhur, which contains 
exactly the same intervallic pattern as the Western classical Major 
scale. Moreover, throughout the piece a military drum is used, which 
makes the piece more like a military march. The way Shahram Nazeri 
sings also does not obey the typical vocal features of Dastgāh music; 
for instance, there is no melisma presented by the singer, and each 
tone dedicates to just one syllable. As an example, the first hemistich 
is performed as follows:

Figure 11: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Āzādi 
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And the second hemistich comes with the same rhythmic pattern but 
with a slight melodic variation at the end:

Traditionally, in Māhur there are various Gushes in which we see 
variations in tonal functions, intervallic patterns, and the presence 
of specific melody models. For instance, in Gushe-ye Shekaste or in 
Gushe-ye Delkash, there are microtonal alterations in Radif. But in 
Āzādi we do not observe any microtonal alteration, though some 
changes occur affecting the tonal center of various musical phrases 
as follows (tonal center changes from c to g):

And again descends to tone c without any alterations:

Figure 12: Vocal melody of the second hemistich of Āzādi 

Figure 13: Vocal melody of the fifth hemistich of Āzādi 

Figure 14: Vocal melody of the sixth hemistich of Āzādi 
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3. Zhāleh Khun Shod 
(»Zhāleh [Dew] Became Blood«)

I have suggested that 8 September 1978 (the so-called »Black Friday«) 
was a significant turning point in the recent history of Iran. As a re-
action to the massacre that day in Zhāleh Square, Hossein Alizadeh 
composed the piece Zhāleh Khun Shod on a poem of Siavash Kas-
raie.25 It was performed by Chāvosh musicians in Chāvosh program 
number 3. If we analyze the lyrics, we observe that it features a more 
radical content than previous revolutionary songs and explicitly calls 
upon various layers of society to »eradicate the monarchy.«

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

zhāleh bar sang  
oftād chun shod?

Dew fell on the stone.  
What happened?

zhāleh khun shod, khun  
che shod khun che  

shod khun jonun shod

Zhaleh (›dew‹) became blood, 
what happened to blood?  

It became insanity

zhāleh khun kon,  
khun jonun kon, saltanat zin 

jonun vāzhgun kon

Make the dew blood,  
make the blood insanity,  
eradicate the monarchy

zhāleh bar gol neshān  
gol parān kon

Put the dew on flowers  
and spread flowers everywhere

bar shahidān zamin  
golsetān kon

Make the earth  
a garden for martyrs

nām-e gomnāmhā  
jāvedān kon

Make the names of  
the unknowns eternal
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Tā be sobh āyad in shāme tire In order to bring the dawn

dar shab-e tire ātashfeshān kon Make a volcano in the dark night

dast dar kon, show khatar kon Get up, get up

Khāne-ye zolm ziro zebar kon Destroy the house of tyranny

Jāne khahar, kāregar,  
rustāei, barādar

Dear sister, laborer,  
peasant, brother

pishehvar ey javān ey delāvar Craftsman, oh youngster,  
oh you brave heart

mā hame yek saf o dar barābar We are all equal

ān setamkāre ān tāj bar sar Against the cruel king

khāhar-e man gerāmi barādar, 
chon be har hāl tanhāst mādar,

Oh my sister, my dear brother, 
since our mother is alone anyway

man be khāk oftādam to bogzar, 
bahr-e ‘ijād-e donyā-ye behtar

If I fall on the ground, you pursue 
the way, to make a better world

Saltanat vazhgun  
saltanat vazhgun

Make the names of  
the unknowns eternal

Figure 15: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Zhāleh 
Khun Shod (lyrics by Siavash Kasraie)

Unlike Āzādi and Shabnavard, this piece does not feature a solo sing-
er, and instead is sung by a choir. The piece is composed in the Es-
fahān mode which is very close to the Western classical harmonic 
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minor scale in terms of intervals, only with a microtonal difference 
on the 6th scale degree. One of the main themes on which various 
verses of the poem are sung is as follows:

The following verses are sung on the theme shown above, though 
sometimes with very small variations:

Zhāleh bar sang oftad khun shod? 
Zhāleh khun shod, khun che shod khun che  
shod khun jonun shod 
Zhāleh khun kon, khun jonun kon, saltanat  
zin jonun vazhgun kon 
…
Nām-e gomnāmhā jāvedān kon, 
Tā be sobh āyad in shāme tire 
Dar shab-e tire ātashfeshān kon 
Dast dar kon, show khatar kon 
Khāne-ye zolm ziro zebar kon 

Another musical phrase on which several verses are sung is as follows:

Jāne khāhar, kāregar, rustaei, barādar 
Pishehvar ey javan ey delavar 
…
Khāhar-e man gerāmi barādar, chon be har hāl tanhāst mādar, 

These vocal and compositional features turn Zhāleh Khun Shod into 
a Sorud, but based on Radif-Dastgāhi musical norms.

Figure 16: A major theme of the Tasnif of Zhāleh Khun Shod 

Figure 17: A major theme of the Tasnif of Zhāleh Khun Shod
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4. Shahid (›Martyr‹)

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

shahid, shahid, shahid Martyr, martyr, martyr

nām-e to eftekhār,  
rāh-e to māndegār,  

ezzatat pāydār

Your name is honorable,  
your path is eternal,  

your dignity is everlasting

marge sorkhat  
khorush-e ruzegār

Your red death is  
the roar of the time

ey ghamat jāvedān  
dar del-e āsheghān

Oh, your sorrow lasts  
forever in lovers’ hearts

khun-e to dar jahān mikonad 
golfeshān har bahār har bahār

Your blood will cover all the world 
with flowers, in every spring

tā mahve doshman  
ey hamrahe man

To eradicate the enemy,  
oh my companion

nanshinam az pā  
azme to yāram

I will not be settled down, your 
determination is my help

rah misepāram ta fathe fardā I will find a way to win tomorrow

ey zende yād bā toam gharār Oh, you will live forever,  
until we meet again

dar sepide-ye avvalin bahār Until the dawn of the first spring

Figure 18: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of Shahid (lyrics by 
Amir Marashi)
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The song Shahid was composed by Hossein Alizadeh and sung by 
Nazeri. One of the notable features of the piece is the way the com-
poser has combined musical modes. Some parts of the piece are per-
formed in the minor scale – for instance, the following phrases:

In the middle of the piece an innovative modal transposition occurs, 
using a microtone which creates the modal atmosphere of Dashti. We 
observe this transposition in the following phrase:

Another modal transposition to a major scale follows:

The combination of these three modes turns the song into an innova-
tive Tasnif that simultaneously embraces both the features of Sorud, 
as understood internationally, and some of the features of Radif-Das-
tgāh music.

5. Ey Barādar (›O Brother‹)

This is a Tasnif by Lotfi, sung by Shahram Nazeri in Dastgāh-e 
Chahārgāh. Generally, one of the key characteristics of the Chahārgāh 
mode is the epic and heroic feeling it induces (Safvat and Caron 2012, 
111). This feature, along with the rhythmic patterns used throughout 

Figure 19: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Shahid

Figure 20: Microtonal changes of the center tone in Shahid

Figure 21: Transposition to major scale in Shahid 
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the piece, contributes to the epic expression that makes Ey Barādar a 
revolutionary song. This Tasnif lasts more than eight minutes, which 
makes it a long piece in comparison to most of the Chāvosh ballads. 
Here is a partial transcription of the lyrics:

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

dide bogshā ey barādar  
tiregihā rā maparvar

Open your eyes, oh brother,  
don’t fear the darkness

ān ke az dāmash rahidi  
barnahāde dām-e digar

Though you have  
escaped the trap, the enemy  

has set another trap

Doshmanat kin āfaride  
kine az din āfaride

Your enemy has  
created a bitterness,  

bitterness against religion

u ke az har dar betāzad  
bar maho akhtar betāzad

He [the enemy] attacks  
from every door, and attacks  

the stars and moon

chon to rā āshofte binad bar  
to āsān tar betāzad

When you are confused, it  
is easier for him to attack.

torko kord o baluch ey delāvar 
torkaman āzari ey barādar

Oh, you brave-hearted  
Kurds, Turks, Baluchi,  

Turkmen, and Azeri brothers

ey arab ey ajam shi’e sonni ey be 
ham ruz-e gham yāro yāvar

Oh, you Arabs, Ajam, Shi’ite,  
Sunni, we all assist each other 

during these difficult days

ey barādar ey barādar dām-e 
doshman rā magostar

Oh brother, oh brother, don’t  
help the enemy set his trap
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

fetne az bigāne zāyad tāre  
mā az mā goshāyad

Sedition is provoked by  
aliens and bothers us

Tā be mehr-e ham najushim  
jāme piruzi nanushim

We won’t be able to celebrate  
triumph unless we love each other

Figure 22: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Ey 
Barādar (lyrics by Mojtaba Kashani)

Although the piece has an epic style of expression due to the fea-
tures mentioned above, it does not sound like a chant or a march, but 
instead its various elements match the classical/traditional style of 
Iranian music. In particular, melody models, melodic movements in 
various Gushes of Chahārgāh, and the hierarchy of the scale degrees 
in specific Gushes, turn the piece into a classical-Dastgāh music for-
mat. The first phrase of the Tasnif is as follows:

The rhythm shown above is the chief pattern, which is repeated in 
most of the verses with small variations. Another notable rhythmic 
pattern appears in Gushe-ye Maghlub, which is a key Gushe of Dast-
gāh-e Chahārgāh in Radif.

In the middle of the Tasnif the singer performs some verses in 
free-meter style in various Gushes of Chahārgāh, such as Darāmad, 

Figure 23: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Ey Barādar 

Figure 24: Melody in Gushe-ye Maghlub in the Tasnif Ey Barādar 
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Maghlub, Hessār, and Mokhālef, while the ensemble continues the 
rhythmic pattern in the background. These free-metric parts add to 
the Radif-Dastgāh style of the performance. 

6. Ey Pedar (›O Father‹)

This Tasnif was composed by Mohammad Reza Lotfi and sung by 
Nazeri. It is notable both for its linkage to the social situation in Iran 
and for the musical features it embraces. Ey Pedar was performed 
in the fourth Chāvosh program in 1979 as a requiem for Ayatollah 
Seyyed Mahmud Tāleghāni. Tāleghāni was one of the most signifi-
cant figures of the Islamic revolution, known especially for his toler-
ance and his moderate views that were »widely respected within the 
Shia establishment and among the masses« (Saikal 2019, 45). Due to 
his remarkable popularity, his funeral was one of the most crowded 
in Iranian history (see Kifner 1979, 4). This song shows the devotion 
of Chāvosh musicians to a cleric that was supportive of artists and 
musicians. This support was especially valuable to musicians given 
the repressive attitudes toward music voiced by some hardliners. The 
lyrics of this Tasnif reveal tremendous grief, as well as concerns about 
restrictions on freedom as a result of the loss of Ayatollah Tāleghāni.

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Ey pedar sug-e to  
mātam-e āzādist

Oh father! Your mourning is  
the mourning of freedom

sarnegun zin mātam  
parcham-e āzādist

The flag of freedom is  
lowered due to this grief

darigh darigh darigh a  
in pedar darigh

What a pity, what a pity,  
what a pity for the father

ān sahar tā sar zad shab  
shod-o ruz āmad

The dawn turned  
immediately into night and  

the next morning began
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

mehr-e roshan jānash  
tiregi suz āmad

His lovely soul, like a shining  
sun destroyed the darkness

darigh darigh darigh  
az an sahar darigh

What a pity, what a pity,  
what a pity for the dawn

ey sahari akhtar-e mā mehr-e safa 
parvar-e mā dar shab-e delrishān

Oh you! Our morning star, our 
love shines in the night of grief

ey to behin dāvar-e ma bi to ravad 
bar sar-e mā ra’ye bad andishān

Oh you! The best judge, without 
you we will be hurt by the evil

ey fotade dar chāh-e khod  
to māh-e nakhshab-e mā

Oh you! The full moon who  
has fallen into his own well

key tabad bi ruyat setāre  
dar shab-e mā

Without you there will be no  
stars shining in our night

Figure 25: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Ey 
Pedar (lyrics by Javad Azar)

This Tasnif is in Dastgāh-e Navā, and closely obeys the traditional- 
classical characteristics of Radif-Dastgāh music; it includes features 
such as rhythmic pattern, melodic movements, movements within 
various Gushes of Navā, a combination of poem and melody, instru-
mentation, arrangement, and singing style. In other words, if we ig-
nore the fact that this song was performed for a specific event, the 
piece sounds like an entirely routine and typical classical Tasnif of 
Iranian music. To illustrate some of its features, I will point out cer-
tain key phrases. The first key phrase, in the domain of Darāmad-e 
Navā, is as follows:
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The following figure appears as a chorus between various phrases of 
the Tasnif:

Another key phrase with a different rhythmic pattern comes in as 
follows:

The climax of the piece is in Gushe-ye Nahoft, where the tonal center 
(Shāhed) changes from tone c to tone g,

and again descends to the domain of Darāmad-e Navā.

Figure 26: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Ey Pedar 

Figure 27: Chorus of the Tasnif Ey Pedar

Figure 28: A major theme in Ey Pedar 

Figure 29: Climax of the Tasnif Ey Pedar

Figure 30: Final descending melody of Ey Pedar 
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7. Sepide (›Dawn‹), 
Soundtrack of the Islamic Revolution

Sepide was composed for the first anniversary of the victory of the rev-
olution (1980) by Lotfi in Dastgāh-e Māhur. The poet of the song is 
Hushang Ebtehāj, and the singer is Shajarian. The song was originally 
presented in Chāvosh number 6. If one were to choose one represent-
ative song from amongst the revolutionary songs performed by the 
Chāvosh and label it the song of the Islamic revolution, it would cer-
tainly be Sepide. The main reason is that, unlike most of the revolution-
ary songs, Sepide was repeatedly broadcast by the official media (radio 
and television) in Iran for many years after the revolution, especially 
on the occasion of the anniversary of the victory of the Islamic revolu-
tion. Consequently, this piece remained the best-known revolutionary 
song, not only in musicians’ circles but also among the masses.

In 2009, when a large number of Iranians were protesting in the 
streets against the result of the presidential election, because they be-
lieved that Mirhossein Musavi was the true winner of the election and 
not Mahmud Ahmadinejad, Iranian Television repeatedly broadcast 
video clips showing long queues of voters and previously recorded 
pro-government demonstrations during which Sepide was played. 
Shajarian, who was a supporter of the protesters (the so-called green 
movement), officially requested that Iranian TV and radio not play 
this song anymore. As a result, Shajarian’s voice has been completely 
removed from all programs of the TV and radio down to the present 
day. These circumstances have brought Sepide back into the center of 
attention as much as ever before.

In spite of the significance of this piece in the context of the socio-po-
litical developments of revolutionary Iran, there is no transcription 
and translation of this song in academic publications. It may be of 
interest to non-Persian speakers to see the transcription, transla-
tion, and the way the melody is combined with the poem, in one of 
the best-known Iranian revolutionary pieces. Therefore, I transcribe 
both the lyrics and the entire vocal melody of this song.
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

iran ey sarāy-e omid bar  
bāmat sepide damid

Iran, the land of hope  
and dreams, the dawn  

is shining on you

bengar kaz in rah-e porkhun 
khorshidi khojaste rasid

Look at how the sun has  
appeared, shining brightly and 

bringing us good news

agar che delhā porkhun ast 
shokuh-e shādi afzun ast

Though our hearts are  
sorrowful, the glory of  
happiness is on the rise 

sepide-ye mā golgun ast vāy  
golgun ast ke dast-e doshman  

dar khun ast

The moon is glorious,  
since the enemy has  
blood on his hands 

ey iran ghamat maresād  
Javidān shokuh-e to bād

Oh Iran! [we hope] you  
never have grief, and  

your glory be everlasting 

rāh-e mā rāh-e hagh  
rāh-e behruzist

Our way is the right way  
and the way of progress

ettehād ettehād ramz-e piruzist Unity is the key to victory

solh-o āzādi jāvedāne dar  
hame jahān khosh bād 

Peace and freedom shall be  
celebrated all over the world

yādegār-e khun-e  
āsheghān ey bahā

Oh spring! The memorial  
of the lovers’ blood

Figure 31: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif Sepide 
(lyrics by Hushang Ebtehāj)
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8. Razm-e Moshtarak 
(›The War Held in Common‹)

Transliterated Lyric Translation

Hamrāh show aziz  
hamrāh show aziz

Come along, my dear,  
come along, my dear

Figure 32: Transcription of the vocal melody of the Tasnif Sepide 
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Transliterated Lyric Translation

Tanhā namān be dard  
kin dard-e moshtarak  

Hargez jodā jodā  
darmān nemishavad

Don’t suffer from the pain alone, 
since shared pain can never be 

cured in an independent manner

Doshvār-e zendegi hargez  
barāy-e mā bi ram-e  

moshtarak āsān nemishavad

The difficulties of life  
will never be eased  

without a common battle

Tanha namān be dard  
hamrāh show aziz

Don’t suffer the pain alone.  
Come along, my dear

Hamrāh show hamrāh  
show hamrāh show aziz

Come along, come along,  
come along, my dear

Hamrāh show aziz tanhā  
namān be dard

Come along, my dear.  
Don’t suffer the pain alone

kin dard-e moshtarak  
hargez jodā jodā darmān 

nemishavad

The difficulties of life  
will never be cured  

without a common battle

Doshvār-e zendegi  
hargez barāy-e mā

The difficulties of life  
will never be resolved

Bi razm-e moshtarak  
āsān nemishavad Without a common battle

Figure 33: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif 
Razm-e Moshtarak (lyrics by Barzin Azar Mehr)

If we consider Sepide to be the soundtrack of the Islamic revolu-
tion, then in contrast we can consider Razm-e Moshtarak to be the 
soundtrack of the opposition to the government. This song was pub-
lished in 1978 in Chāvosh number 7. The composer of this Tasnif is 
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Parviz Meshkatian and the singer is Shajarian. The piece is in Āvāz-e 
Esfahān (›Esfahān mode‹) and, unlike Sepide, which has a unison tex-
ture, it has a light, polyphonic texture. For years, Razm-e Moshtarak 
has remained one of the major protest songs, often performed as an 
encore at concerts of Iranian classical music, both in Iran and espe-
cially in the diaspora. The protest aspect of this song became more 
prominent with the activities of the green movement in 2009, when 
the protesters chose this song as one of their chief protest songs, both 
in street demonstrations and on the Internet.

As with Sepide, I include the transcription of the lyrics and the nota-
tion of the vocal parts of Razm-e Moshtarak, thus showing the con-
tent of the lyrics, as well as the way it has been combined with the 
melody.
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The War and Chāvosh 

The war between Iran and Iraq began on 22 September 1980 (about a 
year and a half after the victory of the Islamic revolution) and lasted 
for about eight years. This long war clearly had a pivotal influence 
on various aspects of life in Iran. It dramatically changed the face of 
country politically, socially, economically, and culturally (Mahdavi 
2011, 95 – 97). Music was one of the areas that was significantly in-
fluenced by the war since it was a crucial medium for encouraging 
soldiers to fight against the enemy.

Figure 34: Transcription of vocal melody of the Tasnif Razm-e Moshtarak
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In this situation the musicians of Chāvosh pursued their music pro-
ductions in the epic style, but this time in support of the war. Hossein 
Alizadeh told me that he and Lotfi even decided to visit the front in 
the city of Ahwaz to perform concerts for the troops (Alizadeh, inter-
view with author, 2017).

We went to Ahwaz to play music for the soldiers. Everything 
was ready, even the venue of the concert. But when we arrived, 
they said to us: »You must perform the pieces we tell you to.« We 
responded: »No, choosing the pieces is up to us, not you.« We 
were unable to reach an agreement, so we came back to Tehran.

The atmosphere created by the war dramatically affected the overall po-
sition of music, and specifically the destiny of Chāvosh musicians. The 
anecdotes of some of these musicians are illuminating in this respect.

During the war they set very strict rules for musical produc-
tions and music broadcast on the radio and television. For in-
stance, they said the meter of music must not be 6/8, ensembles 
would not be allowed to use the tombak, and the music must not 
be dance music.

(Bijan Kamkar in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 2017)
They set a rule that every single music cassette must obtain an 
official Mojavvez (›permission‹) from the Ministry of Islamic 
Culture and Guidance, so the Chāvosh cassettes were discarded.

(Arshad Tahmasbi in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 2017).
I described earlier how in 1977 musicians collectively resigned 
from the radio. They returned to the radio after the revolution, but 
according to Alizadeh and Samavati, shortly after the war began 
the Chāvosh musicians were dismissed (Alizadeh and Samavati in 
Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 2017).

There is an interesting anecdote told by Samavati which illustrates 
the attitude of the state towards music in general and toward Chāvosh 
music specifically during the war (Samavati in Chāvosh az Darāmad 
tā Forud, 2017):

The members of Chāvosh were asked to perform a concert for 
the families of martyrs. They were the families who had lost ei-
ther their husbands or brothers or sons. After some minutes of 
the concert had passed, I realized that the sound volume of the 
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ensemble had decreased, and I saw that the musicians stopped 
playing one after the other. I raised my head and saw a pair of 
military boots and a person standing in front of me with a gun. 
He said: »Stop the music, brother.« The way he said »brother« did 
not show any feeling of brotherhood. And after a while he pulled 
back the breechblock of the gun and again said: »I am telling you 
to stop the music.« The sound of the breechblock was the sound 
of the doors closing on the »Sheida« and »Aref« ensembles.

As a result of this attitude, almost all musical activities, including 
concerts, production of music albums, and music teaching, were 
prohibited (see Youssefzadeh 2000 and 2005). Arshad Tahmasbi (in 
Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Forud, 2017) recounts that: 

the economic situation of musicians became very dire … they 
even attacked music classes and closed them. I sold my tār, 
which I adored so much, in order to pay the rent on my flat. Mu-
sicians had to do other jobs, like sewing, even selling cigarettes.

There exist some Tasnifs in Chāvosh series number 7 and 8 that 
were performed for the war during its early months: songs such as 
Khāmushi (›Blackout / Darkness‹), Mozhde-ye Zafar (›Tidings of Tri-
umph‹), Mihan (›Homeland‹), Bekhan Hamvatan (›Sing, O Compa-
triot‹), Piruzi (›Victory‹), Dalirāne (›Braveheart-like‹) in Chāvosh 7, 
and Kārevān-e Shahid (›Caravan of Martyrs‹) in Chāvosh 8.

As an example of this group of compositions, I transcribe the lyrics 
of Khāmushi (›Blackout‹). The song was composed by Hossein Al-
izadeh and sung by Nazeri. The name of the piece is inspired by the 
blackouts during the war, and the poem addresses the atmosphere in 
people’s homes during the darkness of the nights of war.

9. Khāmushi (›Blackout‹)

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Shab ke tāriki mioftad  
bigāh be bām-e mano to

When night and darkness  
surround us, you and I
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Khatar miborad reshte-ye  
kalām-e mano to

The siren interrupts  
conversation between us

Shab ke dar sangar-e 
khāmushi hamrazmānim

At night, when we  
are comrades in  

the trenches of darkness

Shab ke bidār be nāchār  
be ghamkhāri-e  
ham mimānim

At night while we are awake,  
there is nothing we can  

do but care for each other

Be to miandisham I think only of you

Be khod minegaram I look at myself

Rāsti rā che jodā’ist  
miān-e man o to? How can I be separated from you

An dar ānjā ke khatarhāst  
be jān-e man o to When our lives are in peril?

Figure 35: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif of 
Khāmushi (lyrics by Siavash Kasraie)

Khāmushi is in Āvāz-e Dashti (Dashti mode) and exhibits a light 
polyphonic texture. The bass tār is the key musical instrument which 
creates counterpoint both in the vocal and the instrumental parts of 
the piece. The first verse is sung as follows:
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In response to the lines shown above, first the ney and the bass tār, 
and then the entire ensemble, play a polyphonic melody. Then the 
second verse is performed as follows:

The second hemistich, shown above, is repeated, but this time within 
a descending melodic movement:

Figure 36: Vocal melody of the first verse of Khāmushi

Figure 37: Vocal melody of the second verse of Khāmushi 

Figure 38: Melodic variation on the fourth hemistich of Khāmushi
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This is followed by the climax of the piece:

After the climax a short phrase is performed in free-metric style by 
the singer accompanied by the ney, as follows:

After the free-metric phrase the final hemistich follows as the ca-
dence of the song:

10. Kārevān-e Shahid (›Martyr’s Caravan‹)

This piece is another war-related song presented in Chāvosh number 
7. It was composed by Lotfi and sung by Nazeri. Nazeri relates the 

Figure 39: Climax of Khāmushi 

Figure 40: Free-metric part of Khāmushi

Figure 41: Cadence of Khāmushi 
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story of creating Kārevān-e Shahid as follows (Chāvosh az Darāmad 
tā Forud, 2017): 

There was a military captain who was my close friend and we re-
ally liked each other. He was martyred during the early months 
of the war. When I was at his funeral the song came to my mind 
and I whispered: migozarad kārevān ru-ye gol-e arghavān (›The 
caravan passes over the flowers of the Judas tree‹). And then 
Lotfi composed and arranged it.

This song is in Dastgāh-e Homāyun and features melody movements, 
instrumentation, and a combination of poem and melody that are 
close to the classical Dastgāh-based formats.

Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Migozarad kārevān ruye  
gol-e arghavān

The caravan passes over  
the flowers of the Judas tree

Ghāfele sālār-e ān sarv-e  
shahid-e javān

The leader [of the caravan] is  
the young martyred Cypress

Dar gham-e in āsheghān  
chashm-e falak khun feshān

The sky is weeping tears of  
blood in grief for those lovers

Dāgh-e jodā’i be del  
ātash-e hasrat be jān

The grief of our separation is like 
fire and longing in my heart

Khorshidi tabidi ey shahid  
dar delhā jāvidi ey shahid

O martyr! Your memory is  
like the sun shining eternally  

in our hearts.

Migeryad dar sugat āsemān  
misuzad az dāghat sham’e jān

The sky is weeping as I  
mourn for you, and a candle  

is burning for my grief.
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Transliterated Lyrics Translation

Chon ruyad lale az khāk-e to  
yād āram az jān-e pāk-e to

When lilies burst into bloom  
on your grave, I will always  
remember the beauty and  

purity of our love.

Bengar chun shod delhā khun 
shod zin ātashhā

Look what happened! Our hearts 
are burning with our love.

Az moje khun shod lalegun 
dasht-o sahrā

The barren plains and deserts 
have burst forth in beautiful 

colors of flowers because of the 
power of our love.

Zin dard-o gham geryad  
ālam ey shahid-e mā

The world is weeping for this  
pain and sorrow, o martyr!

Az in mātam khun migeryam
In my mourning, I cry tears  

of blood for you, because  
my grief is so intense.

Ey yārān ey yārān suzam  
az dāgh-e ghamin dāgh-e  

zolmo setamin

O comrades, O comrades, I am 
burning from the cruelty

Khun-e har jān bāz  
midahad āvāz

Every drop of my blood  
sings again, and

Jān fadāy-e vatanam  
khāk-e iran kafanam

I will sacrifice my soul  
for my homeland. The soil  
of Iran will be my shroud.

Figure 42: Transliteration and translation of the lyrics of the Tasnif 
Kārevān-e Shahid (lyrics by Mohammad Zokaie)
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The instrumental introduction is fast and lively, but in contrast the 
vocal part of the Tasnif features a slower and heavier tempo. Two ma-
jor figures that are used prevalently in the introduction to the piece 
are shown below:

The first theme in the vocal part of the melody, which gets repeated to 
various degrees, is as follows:

Another major theme is indicated as follows:

There is a modulation to Gushe-ye Bidād in which the Shāhed chang-
es from tone d to a. This part is also considered the climax of the 
song. It is demonstrated in Figure 46.

Figure 43: A major theme in the introduction of Kārevān-e Shahid

Figure 44: Vocal melody of the first hemistich of Kārevān-e Shahid

Figure 45: A major theme in the vocal part of Kārevān-e Shahid
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Right after Gushe-ye Bidād, another modulation comes in; this is an 
innovative modulation to Gushe-ye Rohāb, which originally belongs 
to the Dastgāh-e Shur in Radif.

After the short theme in Rohāb shown above, the piece descends 
again into Darāmad of Homāyun as follows:

Destiny of Chāvosh

As described in the previous pages, the formation, life, and activities of 
the Chāvosh Center were closely associated with the socio-political at-
mosphere of revolutionary Iran and the war in the late 1970s and ’80s. 
There are disagreements among the members of the center about the im-

Figure 46: Modulation to Gushe-ye Bidād in Kārevān-e Shahid

Figure 47: Modulation to Gushe-ye Rohāb in Kārevān-e Shahid

Figure 48: Descending melody of Kārevān-e Shahid
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pact of the relationship between Chāvosh and specific political parties, 
such as the Hezb-e Tudeh (Tudeh Party), on the activities and even the clo-
sure of Chāvosh. Derakhshani (interview with author, 2020) told me that

after the revolution they [the people in charge of the radio] did 
not like to broadcast Chāvosh productions on the radio, since 
Chāvosh was considered a left-leaning political group. Some 
might not agree with me, but I believe that Chāvosh was closed 
for political reasons. The Tudeh Party confiscated absorbed 
Chāvosh’s activities and Shajarian was against this trend.

Ghashang Kamkar, who was Lotfi’s wife and a member of Chāvosh, 
agrees with Derakhshani regarding the political reasons for the 
center’s closure (Ghashang Kamkar in Chāvosh az Darāmad tā Fo-
rud, 2017). In contrast, Arshad Tahmasbi strongly disputes that the 
relationship between the Tudeh Party and the Chāvosh Center was 
the main reason for the closure of the center. As proof of this claim, 
he notes that the Tudeh Party was officially dissolved in 1982 but the 
center continued its activities until 1986 (Musavi and Fatemi 2020, 
139 – 140).

Conclusion

This research has demonstrated how the socio-political circumstanc-
es of the 1970s and ’80s had an effect on Iranian classical music. 
Anti-West and »back to the roots and to the self« discourses were 
dominant in Iranian music in the 1970s. They turned into a tradi-
tionalist-revivalist movement, institutionalized through the Mar-
kaz-e Hefz va Eshā’e-ye Musighi-e Iran (Center for the Preserva-
tion and Propagation of Iranian Music) and the music department 
of the University of Tehran. Pioneered by Vaziri, this traditionalist 
movement was initiated largely as an alternative to the dominant 
avant-gardist current.

The avant-gardist line of thought, represented by the Golhā pro-
gram, had been taking control of TV and radio music productions. 
Its early opponents believed that the avant-gardist line was altering 
and distorting the authentic elements and values of Iranian music. 
As a defensive policy, the traditionalist-revivalist movement endeav-
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ored to revitalize and preserve Qajar music. Under the leadership of 
Nur Ali Borumand and Dariush Safvat, with governmental financial 
support on radio and TV, the traditionalists shaped a pivotal music 
movement in Iran. One of their most prominent achievements was 
to train a large number of talented musicians, who became the most 
influential and reputable contemporary musicians after the Islamic 
revolution.

Iranian classical music was strongly linked with socio-political de-
velopments (from shortly before the revolution of 1979 until the 
mid-1980s) through the Chāvosh program. We have shown in this 
study that the major producers of the Chāvosh music series and the 
directors of the Chāvosh Center were the former pupils of the Mar-
kaz and of the music department of the University of Tehran; they 
were in fact the fruits of the traditionalist-revivalist movement in 
Iranian music.

Chāvosh was a means of protest against the Pahlavi regime in the 
late 1970s. It remained closely connected to socio-political circum-
stances until the mid-1980s. By analyzing some of the most prom-
inent pieces of Chāvosh music, this article illustrates how Chāvosh 
musicians adapted the teachings of Radif and Dastgāh music to the 
circumstances of the time and created a novel tradition in Iranian 
classical music.

At the beginning of this period, older classical musicians/ singers 
were the mainstream of radio and TV. They were forced to either 
leave Iran or to abandon their musical activities after the revolution. 
This musical vacancy, along with the activities of the Chāvosh mu-
sicians – which were in tune with contemporary revolutionary ac-
tivities – resulted in the confirmation and canonization of the new 
generation of musicians as the new mainstream musicians. The result 
was a major and strongly felt generational shift among mainstream 
classical musicians.

The Chāvosh Center was officially closed in the mid-1980s, yet its 
members continued their artistic activities, i.e., performing concerts, 
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producing memorable music albums, and training students. Accord-
ingly, they continue to influence Iranian classical music. In conclu-
sion, the traditionalist-revivalist movement of the 1970s, together 
with the Chāvosh discourse from the late-1970s to mid-1980s, deeply 
redefined and reshaped the notion and the function of identity and 
tradition in Iranian classical music.
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